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The University of North Florida  

• We have 5 Colleges offering a total of 36 
graduate programs.  

• Our fall 2013 FTE was 10,400  
• We receive an average of 25 ETDs per term 

and have about 500 papers in the repository, 
covering 1978 forward.     

  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fall 2013 headcount 16,250 / FTE 10,400We have 5 doctoral programsAbout 330 of the posted papers were done retrospectively, scanned from paper



Digital Projects & Preservation Department  

• In 2011 the library’s Digital Projects unit was 
established & combined with the extant 
Preservation department. 

• The department is within Technical Services 
and has one librarian, three staff members, 
and between 1 and 2 student assistants.   

• We also receive support from the Metadata 
Librarian and the Discovery Enhancement 
Department.   

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the first projects undertaken by the new unit was retrospective theses and dissertationsNote – only one of the three DP staff members currently works on ETDs



Retrospective Theses & Dissertations  

• In February of 2011 the library established the 
UNF Digital Commons http://digitalcommons.unf.edu  
using the bepress Digital Commons platform. 
 

• As permissions were acquired, staff began 
digitizing papers, transferring metadata from 
catalog records, and uploading to the 
repository. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the first projects undertaken  by the new department was the Retrospective Theses and Dissertations All in 2011…DC established late February of 2011The department worked with the Graduate School, General Counsel, and Alumni Affairs to design a non-exclusive license agreement and generate mailing lists to obtain permissions. Student assts. with disbinding of 2nd copies, digitizing, etc.  

http://digitalcommons.unf.edu/
http://digitalcommons.unf.edu/


Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note the series is under a “Student Scholarship” community (and of course the “virtual collections” or “collected out” papers are also under each college) 



The Next Step: Deposited ETDs 

• Both the library and the Graduate School were 
interested in moving to electronic only 
student submissions.  
 

• In the fall of 2012 the library and graduate 
school ceased to accept paper copies. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As the library worked with the graduate school it became clear that student submitted deposits of ETDs would be the next logical stepVery briefly, (one or two terms) students submitted both print and electronic copies and graduate school staff deposited electronic versions of papers in a shared campus network drive while we were still in the process of setting up the repositoryLibrary staff then accessed the electronic file, prepared it, and submitted it to the repository.  File preparation has been a team effort involving the digital projects department and the metadata librarian.**This is also around the time that the UNF Grad School ceased to submit to ProQuest on behalf of students 



Fields in the upload form 
 

• Title, author, birthdate 
• Year and season of publication  
• Keywords, with semicolons as 

delimiters  
• College, degree name, department  
• Advisors, department chair, dean 
• Bepress Subject Disciplines  
• Abstract  
• and finally file and supplemental file 

submittal  
 
 
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The library worked with bepress to make adjustments to the forms.  The student and administrative forms differ slightly.During the summer of 2013 we worked with bepress to change delimiters in the keyword field to semicolons so the LC subject headings would behave correctly within our instance of Ebsco Discovery Service These are locally controlled lists of colleges, departments, and degree names.Just in case needed – the Availability Agreement is here:  http://www.unf.edu/uploadedFiles/aa/graduateschool/student_resources/Thesis%20Dissertation%20Availability%20Agreement%20with%20new%20dean.pdf 



Student Submission Agreement 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This screen contains a few basic instructions and a submission agreement.  Submitters are reminded to be prepared with a title, an abstract of up to 300 words, keywords, and the files.  “By checking the box below, I grant UNF Theses and Dissertations on behalf of University of North Florida the non-exclusive right to distribute my submission (the work) over the Internet and make it part of the UNF Digital Commons.”  I warrant as follows:  �1.  That I have the full power and authority to make this agreement;�2.  that the Work does not infringe on any copyright, nor violate any proprietary rights, nor contain any libelous matter, nor invade the privacy of any person or third partyThat the work has not been published elsewhere with the same content or in the same format; and That no right in the Work has in any way been sold, mortgaged, or otherwise disposed of, and that the Work is free from all liens and claims.  I understand that once a Work is in the repository, it may not be removed.  



Administrative Fields  
On the administrative side we also have fields for 
• Embargo 
• Degree type 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using the embargo field will allow a paper’s metadata to show, but makes the full text unavailable until the embargo period has passed.  The Degree Type field can be customized to enable individual papers to  be set to campus access only.  This access is restricted to a campus IP range. unfortunately – the off campus user is shown a default message that states the content is only available to authorized visitors & they’re given a log in screen & the support at bepress address – we are working on a more informative message for this.  If the paper is not under embargo or does not need to be restricted to campus, one may simply apply the basic degree type such as Master’s Thesis, Doctoral Dissertation, etc.  



Metadata-only option  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have received a few enquiries about the possibility permanent embargos.    To that end we had a “metadata-only” option added to the administrative side.This feature offers a way of handling permanent embargos without relying on the date-dependent embargo field…*NEW* - we customized text to improve what public sees as the explanation. Permanent embargo requests are made in writing to the Graduate School. (Just in case our only example is needed:  http://digitalcommons.unf.edu/cgi/preview_article.cgi?article=1549&context=etd )



Workflow 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Student submits paper & any relevant supplemental files such as computer code, etc. Thesis / dissertation committee does its work outside of the systemGraduate school coordinator marks paper as Accepted / or revisions are soughtGraduate school coordinator uploads two supplemental files:  the Availability Agreement and the Approval Page.  These default to show but staff uncheck those boxes.    Library staff download the paper without a cover page and then perform value added services such as bookmarking, redaction, and save what will be the archival copy as well as a presentation file.  Items are added to a tracking sheet and assigned a number.



Metadata 

• 1976 to Summer 2012: metadata existed in OCLC, 
ALEPH and Digital Commons (only for digitized 
ones) 
 

• Fall 2012 and on: not in OCLC, metadata directly 
added into Digital Commons 



Metadata Workflow 

• ETD authors: enter keywords used in discipline 
• Library staff: provides metadata to be used for 

local purposes 
• Metadata librarian: assigns controlled 

vocabulary metadata (LCSH, creates NACO 
names for authors and Departments using 
supplemental files and birthdate provided by 
ETD author)  
 



Avoid Duplication & Increase Access 

• To increase access #1: Retrospectively added URLs 
from the digitized ETDs into the OCLC records 
(1976 to Summer 2012) to link both records 

•  To increase access #2: Designed a workflow to 
automatically harvest metadata from DC to OCLC  
(Fall 2012 on)in order to have quality metadata in 
both places without duplication of effort 
 



Harvesting Workflow 
1) Library collaborated with BePress to: 
       a) Adjust administrative form of ETDs to          
       accept controlled vocabulary metadata 
       b) Make sure these controlled fields map 
correctly into Qualified Dublin Core (QDC) metadata 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1) First the metadata and Digital Projects librarians worked in collaboration with BePress to adjust the administrative form of the ETDs to accept the new controlled vocabulary metadata fields UNF wanted to integrate. These were LCSH and NACO names for authors and departments. Also we wanted to make sure these metadata fields mapped correctly from the Digital Commons template to the OAI feed in Qualified Dublin Core (QDC), which is the metadata we provide to the public. 



Harvesting Workflow 
2) A feed request is made for UNF ETDs records in 
QDC metadata using MarcEdit Harvester  

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2) Then a feed request is made to the OAI for UNF ETD records in QDC metadata format using the MarcEdit Harvester



Harvesting Workflow 
3) A customized extensible stylesheet XSLT 
(crosswalk path) is created and used. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
3) A customized extensible stylesheet XSLT (crosswalk path) is created and used to transform most of the ETD metadata from QDC to MARC format. Because MARC records are more complex and contain more fields than the QDC records, the stylesheet provides a template of fields that apply to all ETDs, plus instructions on transforming most of the fields into MARC format. However, even though most of the edits to the metadata are performed at this stage, there are still some edits that cannot be performed using only an extensible stylesheet.



Harvesting Workflow 
4) The rest of the edits that cannot be performed 
using a stylesheet only, are performed using the 
MARCEditor  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
4) The rest of the edits that cannot be performed using an extensible stylesheet only, are performed in batch using the powerful MARCEditor tool inside the MARC Edit package. (Minor edits performed at this stage include editing some delimiters and punctuation issues, changing dates, and saving files from Unicode to MARC-8 so they can be digested by OCLC) After edits are done at this stage, the MARC records are considered finished and high quality, enough to be imported directly into OCLC. 



Harvesting Workflow 
5) Brief quality control test is done in OCLC before 
batch loading records in OCLC. 
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
5) In the OCLC database, a brief quality control test is done before sending all the ETDs to OCLC. The abstract of 1 or 2 records is checked to see if the special characters and symbols that display in the original record display also in OCLC correctly. (Most of these characters are used in the fields of Sciences and Math). If everything looks good, the records are imported in batch to the OCLC system and will appear within minutes in the system.



Experiences and Challenges 
Lessons Learned: 
1) Lock access of records’ metadata in DC to 
administrators only after ETD is approved (to avoid 
students going back and changing controlled metadata) 
2) Adjust metadata form students fill in Digital Commons 
and voluntarily ask for author’s birthdate. 
3) Use Qualified Dublin Core instead of Simple Dublin 
Core for ETDs, is more granular. 
4) Try to use an extensible stylesheet designed only for 
ETDs and customize it enough so that most of the edits 
can be performed automatically at this stage. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We had some ETD authors going back to the Digital Commons and modifying metadata provided by the library, such as established names and LCSH. For that reason we recommend that as soon as controlled vocabulary metadata is entered into Dig Com, to lock access to administrators only after ETDs are approved by Graduate School.Adjust the metadata form students fill in Digital Commons and add birthdate as one of the questions. Sometimes they will provide this information and sometimes they won’t, but in our experience most of the time they will provide it voluntarily.  Getting the authors’ birthdate directly from them is more reliable and works faster than relying on supplemental papers to get this information. Birthdates are essential information used to establish the authors’ names in the National Authority File and avoid current and future conflicts that may arise between authors that share similar names. Use Qualified Dublin Core instead of Simple Dublin Core to transport metadata for ETDs, it provides more granularity in the options of fields that can be imported.Try to customize the extensible stylesheet enough so that most of the edits from QDC to MARC format can be performed automatically at this stage, decreasing the need for manual customization.



Future plans & Improvements 

• In March of 2014 we had enough content and 
departmental interest to begin collecting out 
to series underneath each college in addition 
to the main series.   

• May experiment by adding advisors’ names to 
the authority control and see if they can map 
successfully from QDC to MARC records. 
 



END 
This presentation will be available at: 
http://digitalcommons.unf.edu/library_facpub/27/  

http://digitalcommons.unf.edu/library_facpub/27/
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